In this work, we study the enhancement of simulated prosthetic reading performance through "active photonic sensing" in normally sighted subjects. Three sensing paradigms were implemented: active sensing, in which the subject actively scanned the presented words using the computer mouse, with an option to control text size; passive scanning produced by software-initiated horizontal movements of words; and no scanning. Our findings reveal a 30% increase in word recognition rate with active scanning as compared to no or passive scanning and up to 14-fold increase with zooming. These results highlight the importance of a patient interactive interface and shed light on techniques that can greatly enhance prosthetic vision quality.
Of main importance to the current study are the substantial differences between the various prosthetic systems and the manner in which the visual scene is scanned by the patients. In some prosthetic vision systems (e.g. the subretinal microphotodiode camera of Retinal Implant AG, or the proposed PRIMA implant with the photovoltaic approach [17, 23] ), the visual scene is scanned by natural eye movements, thus preserving sensorimotor contingency, as is the case in natural vision. In contrast, in other systems (e.g. Second Sight Argus II), the visual scene, captured by a glasses-mounted camera, is transmitted to the electrode array by a coil and is not affected by eye movements. Thus in this type of devices, the visual scene is not scanned by the sensing organ (the eye) but rather by head movements [24] , and therefore does not preserve the sensorimotor contingency. One of the aims of the current research is to study whether active scanning not performed by the eye, albeit the condition of sensory non-contingency, can still induce visual performance enhancement of simulated prosthetic vision.
Of another great interest to the current research, is investigating the use of optical or digital zoom for enhancing prosthetic vision performance as was recently reported by Second Sight group [25] . In this case, the increase in the obtained visual acuity is accompanied by a decrease in the visual field size (x16 magnification and a 16-fold decrease of the visual field size for an obtained acuity of 20/200). Thus, it is of great interest to characterize the trade-off between acuity and visual field size and to measure whether the overall performance of visual tasks, such as reading, are improved by using the zoom option.
To investigate the above-mentioned questions, we utilized computer based prosthetic vision simulations which are widely used as an important tool for evaluating prosthetic visual function (e.g [26, 27] . These simulations largely rely on the description of the perceived prosthetic vision as reported by implanted patients, who describe a sensation or a perception of a phosphene which is described as sensation of light with a round shape, usually a blurred gray circle upon current injection [28] [29] [30] . In the current research we studied reading, which is an important daily-life activity, and is therefore widely studied by simulated prosthetic vision systems [28, [30] [31] [32] [33] . In order to reduce the effect of text comprehension, as it can introduce subject to subject variability, subjects were presented with single words rather than full sentences and reading performance was evaluated by measuring word recognition rate and reading speed rather than text comprehension. We developed a simulated prosthetic vision paradigm aimed at measuring prosthetic vision reading capabilities while implementing active sensing in the form of image scanning and zooming. In our system, subjects scanned the visual scene by actively controlling the location of the simulated phosphene windows by a hand-held computer mouse. In addition, subjects could optimize their reading by choosing the zoom factor which controlled the size of the displayed text.
Methods

Subjects
The study was approved by and conducted according to both the IRB Committee at the Edith Wolfson Medical Center, Holon, Israel and by the Bar-Ilan University Ethics Committee guidelines. All participants signed an informed consent form. Subjects (n = 6) were all student volunteers (23-34 years), with normal or corrected to normal vision, recruited by advertising.
Set-up and study design
The experimental setup consisted of a MATLAB based computer simulation software and a computer monitor (1920 x 1080 pixels, refresh rate of 60 Hz) located at a distance of 60 cm from the subject with the presented word covering a 15°x15° on the retina. To ensure that the contrast presented to the user is not subject to the monitor's nonlinear voltage -intensity response, we performed gamma correction (γ = 1.7435) and utilized brightness levels ranging from 5(black) to 181(white) cd/m 2 . The experiments were performed in a dimly lit room with an illumination level of 0.5 cd/m 2 . This level of illumination was chosen to reduce the effect of room ambient light on the perceived contrast of the presented word and to better present the real situation Subjects were presented with phosphenized English words randomly drawn from an online available database (www.randomwordgenerator.com). Subjects were instructed to recognize the presented words in the fastest and most accurate way. Each experiment began with a short training session in which the subjects practiced the scanning and zoom-in options of the mouse. The subject then performed the tasks at the various conditions (no scanning, passive scanning, active sensing (scanning and zoom) at a randomized order.
In the active sensing paradigm, the mouse was real-time sampled at 125 Hz in order to control the location of the phosphene window on the computer screen by a custom written MATLAB software. As a first step towards prosthetic vision simulation, we developed a real-time algorithm that executes the conversion of the bitmap image to a phosphenes image in a multi-step process. Firstly, a phosphenes matrix with the same size as the field of view (FOV) of 15°x15° degrees was created at a pre-set density (0.75 to 2.5 CPD) of Gaussian shaped phosphenes. This range of phosphene density was chosen to simulate the current available retinal implants (e.g. 70µm pixel pitch of the Alpha IMS implant, corresponds to 2.14 CPD). Secondly, a chosen Region of Interest-ROI (selected in real time by the subject using the left click of the mouse) was converted to a low resolution 8bit gray image. Towards this end, we applied mean filtering and then quantization through a multistep algorithm which relies on the division of the ROI into phosphenes sized blocks. The value of each pixel was then replaced by the average of the entire block. Next, the image was quantized into four gray levels, and multiplied by the preallocated phosphenes grid ( Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) ). The trigger to another iteration of the algorithm is a change in the location of the mouse, or the scanning via a mouse left click of the image by the subject. An example of the application of this prosthetic vision simulation algorithm for different phosphene densities is presented in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b).
Prosthetic vision simulation: algorithm
Scanning effect investigation
Of main interest was the validation of our working hypothesis which states that active sensing, through subject-controlled scanning of the phosphenized image, will result in a higher word recognition rate improvement as compared to no scanning or to passive scanning, which is not controlled by the subject. Toward this end, we implemented a passive scanning paradigm produced by software-initiated horizontal movements of the phosphenes matrix over the presented word, and an active scanning paradigm, where the subject controlled the position of the phosphenes matrix over the presented word by a computer mouse. The mouse movement signal was further used to analyze the scanning path and the so-called handsaccades (see data analysis section). To evaluate the effect of the various scanning paradigms on reading performance, ten words were presented to the subject at phosphene densities ranging from 0.75 to 2 CPDs in a pseudo -random order. Specifically, both the order of the presented word and the CPD were randomized before each trial for each subject. A comparison was then made between reading performance in sessions in which the scanning option was disabled to those in which the active scanning was enabled. To validate the better enhancement obtained through active scanning a comparison was also made between sessions in which active scanning was enabled to those in which passive scanning was employed. These investigations were performed for words presented at 94% contrast with a constant zoom factor set to 1. the option to change the image size (zoom in or out), at a preset set of zoom values: 1,1.5,2 and 2.5. An example of zoom implementation is depicted in Fig. 2 (c) and 2(d) in which the same phosphenized word is presented for zoom = 1 ( Fig. 2(c) ) and zoom = 2.5 ( Fig. 2(d) ).
Prosthetic vision simulation: contrast effect
Furthermore, we investigated the effect of image contrast on prosthetic reading performance. To calculate the contrast level of the text we used the Michelson's definition of contrast as described in Eq. (1).
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where I Max and I Min are the maximal and minimal intensity in the image, respectively. To obtain a desired contrast, we set the text pixel gray level as constant at highest value (white), and modified the background gray level accordingly. We investigated three contrast levels: 94 (the highest possible contrast in the current setup), 50 and 25% ( Fig. 2 (e) and 2(f)). The highest possible contrast value (94%) can be inferred from the measured monitor luminance levels found to be 5 cd/cm 2 (lowest) for black and 181 cd/cm 2 (highest) for white, yielding a maximal contrast of about 94% using Michelson's definition of contrast.
Contrast level effect was investigated with the zoom factor set to 1 while image contrast was set to either 94, 50 or 25%. It should be noted that since low contrast values resulted in a higher recognition threshold, the sessions were started at a phosphene density of 1CPD (which is one step higher than those of the previous sessions), to prevent subject fatigue and redundancy.
Hand saccades detection algorithm
Since in our paradigm, the scanning of the visual scene is performed by the manual scanning of the computer mouse, we termed the rapid movements over the scene "hand-saccades". These were defined by setting a threshold on the time interval between two changes of direction (COD) in the scanning process (T COD ). If the time interval was shorter than the threshold (set to 1.5 seconds), then a saccade was detected. The following equation is a formulation of the condition
( ) :
where A COD is the amplitude in degrees of the change of direction in x/y direction and the index i runs over all consecutive amplitudes that meet the condition. The threshold was set to 1.5 seconds as the common mouse movement frequencies were found to be 0-2Hz. Subsequently, the overall time per saccades block (T SaccadesBlock ) is governed by the following equation:
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where the index i runs over all consecutive time intervals that meet the condition. Figure 3 . depicts a characteristic motion track (x-axis) of a mouse along a word recognition trial in an active scanning paradigm. Red plus signs denote time point where a hand-saccade was detected. 
Data analysis
Reading performance was evaluated by measuring word recognition rate and reading speed. The recognition rate was defined as the percentage of the correctly recognized words from the entire words repertoire (a total of 10 words), which was then averaged over all repetitions across the subjects and fitted to a logistic function with the threshold set to 80% recognition. The average reading speed of recognized words was defined as the reciprocal of the time duration needed for the subject to recognize the word. In sessions in which the zoom option was enabled, the zoom used by the subject was continuously recorded and we analyzed the maximal used zoom factor averaged over the sessions within the same phosphene density. Only reading sessions in which the words where correctly recognized were included in the averaging process. The significance of the observed differences of the word recognition rate and speed between the different scanning paradigms were evaluated using standard paired t-test analysis.
Finally, we also analyzed the scanning path used by the subjects, as recorded from the computer mouse input, in terms of pattern, velocity and direction change probability. These so-called "hand saccades" were of specific interest as we hypothesize that they play a similar role to eye saccades and are therefore expected to aid in reading performance enhancement. We analyzed the following features: saccadic amplitudes and number of saccades which were analyzed separately for both vertical and horizontal directions.
Results
Average recognition rate and contrast effect
The first feature that can be observed from the data depicting the recognition rate as a function of phosphene density, is the characteristic sigmoidal function in all experimental paradigms [31] (Fig. 4) , which is in agreement with other psychophysical tests performed in vision as well as in other sensing modalities (e.g [34] [35] [36] .). At 94% contrast level, the recognition rate increased gradually with phosphene density, reaching a plateau at a phosphene density of 1.3 CPD, corresponding to density of 4.16 phosphenes per letter. Using the logistic function fit, an 80 percent calculated threshold was found at 1.16 CPD, corresponding to 3.71 phosphenes per letter, which is in agreement with [31] . As expected, reducing the presented word contrast resulted in a right-shift of the word recognition rate curve (Fig. 4) with an 80 percent recognition at 1.3 and 2 CPD for 50% and 25% contrast levels, respectively. The recognition rate at 94% contrast was about 9-fold higher as compared with the 25% contrast for a phosphene density of 1.25 CPD and 3.6-fold for 1.5 CPD. (p<0.01 for all phosphene densities smaller than 1.75cpd).
As can be seen in Table 1 , in order to achieve a recognition rate of 90% and higher, the number of phosphenes per letter should be at least 4 phosphenes per letter, in agreement with previous reports on prosthetic reading [33] . 
Active sensing effect
Active sensing by scanning the phosphenized presented word with a computer mouse ( Fig.  5(a) ) significantly increased (p = 0.007) the recognition rate by up to 34 percent at the linear range of the sigmoidal curve at the phosphene density range of 0.8 to 1 cpd. However, there was little to no effect at the low (<0.8 cpd, p = 0.073) or high (>1 cpd, p = 0.071) phosphene density range, where the recognition rate was either very low or saturated, respectively. 
Zoom effect on recognition rate and reading speed
We hypothesized that presenting the subject with the zoom and active control of text size option will increase the recognition rate at the linear phosphene density range of the sigmoid curve, similarly to the effect of scanning. Indeed, in the linear range of 0.75-1 CPD (corresponding to 2.4-3.2 phosphenes per letter, when no zoom is applied), active zooming resulted in an up to 4-fold increase in recognition rate (blue line) as compared to the no zoom option (red line) for phosphene densities lower than 1.25 ( Fig. 6(a) ). In contrast, as expected, at phosphene densities of 1.25 CPD and higher, where the recognition task can be easily performed, there is no contribution from the zoom option. At the low phosphene densities range (both per letter or per degree), subjects opted to use an average zoom factor of 1.7 while for higher phosphene density levels, they opted for lower values reaching a zoom factor of 1 (no zoom) starting at a phosphene density of 1.75 CPD (Fig. 6(b) ). Interestingly, the zoom factor selected by subjects scaled with the inverse of the square of phosphene density and could be fitted to the following exponential function: Equation (4): 
Further analysis revealed that along the entire range of CPDs, the phosphene per letter density chosen by the subjects by the selected zoom demonstrated a mild linear increase from 4.5 for low phosphene densities to about 6.5 for higher phosphene densities (Fig. 6(c) ). Increasing the phosphene density resulted an increase in the reading speed Fig. 6(d) ) in line with our expectations that the higher the implant's resolution is, the faster the subjects will recognize objects in the input image. Interestingly, notwithstanding the increase in recognition rate at lower phosphene densities (observed in Fig. 6(a) ), enabling the zoom option did not significantly affect reading speed.
Scanning path
The final parameter we investigated is the mouse-controlled scanning path used by the subject, which has never been studied in the context of prosthetic vision, to the best of our knowledge. Figure 7 displays the scanning path employed by the same subject over the word "sun" displayed at different CPDs. Fig. 7 . Scanning paths illustrations. Scanning path overlaid on the phosphenized word (Sun) for the same subject at various CPDs.
As described in the methods section, using a customized algorithm we detected direction changes in the scanning path and termed them "hand-saccades" and measured the time dedicated to these scans, scanning velocity and amplitude. As can be observed in Fig. 8(a) , increasing the phosphene density was associated with a linear decrease in the total saccades in the horizontal (x-axis) direction; while in the vertical (y-axis) direction, the saccadic activity was very small. Similarly, the normalized number of hand-saccades (Fig. 8(b) ), average saccadic scanning velocity (Fig. 8(c) ) and average amplitude (Fig. 8(d) ) all decreased with increasing phosphene density. Interestingly, scanning speed in the horizontal ("x") direction was significantly higher as compared with the vertical direction ("y") (up to 3 times) (Fig.  8(c) , mainly at lower phosphene densities, again suggesting that scanning is performed mainly in the horizontal direction. 
Discussion
Active sensing, performed either under sensorimotor contingency or without, has been studied as an important tool for enhancing visual function performance (among other senses). Here we present a thorough investigation of the effect of active sensing on reading performance in simulated prosthetic vision. The main valuable observation we make is that active sensing in the form of either scanning the visual scene or zooming, significantly increased the recognition rate of presented phosphenized words, mainly at the low phosphene density range.
The concept of active sensing has recently gained much interest in the field of sensory substitution, where vision is substituted by tactile or hearing senses [4, 13, 37] . Of main interest in this field is studying the differences between cases under sensorimotor contingency conditions, in which the scanning organ (actuator) is the same as the sensing organ (sensor) to cases under sensorimotor non-contingency conditions, in which the actuator is different from the sensing organ. Many studies have shown that under sensorimotor contingency conditions, active sensing outperforms the sensorimotor non-contingency conditions, probably due to the dependency on natural sensory motor loops [4, [38] [39] [40] . Furthermore, it has been shown that sensorimotor contingency is important for the normal development of the visual system [41] . Notwithstanding the contribution of sensorimotor contingency, some studies have shown enhanced performance also under sensorimotor non-contingency [42] conditions or even in case of virtual movements [37] . Of major importance in this field, is the study by the Roorda group [11] who reported an enhancement of spatial acuity by up to 25 percent when the letter E, projected on the retina, moved regardless of whether motion was self-induced, externally stimulated or randomly picked from similar movement patterns (so called incongruent motion).
In our case, the active sensing is clearly performed under a sensorimotor non-contingency condition, as the hand muscles serve for moving the computer mouse for scanning the image, and the eyes serve as the sensor. Nevertheless, we found a significant increase in reading performance where the total word recognition rate was 2 times higher with scanning as compared with no scan, in line with Bach-y-Rita and others work [37, 43] . It is worth noting that these findings are also in agreement with well characterized data in many reports that highlight the eye-hand coordination contribution to the visual scene encoding (e.g [44] ). Another line of evidence for hand-eye motor coordination contribution are studies demonstrating that eye saccades are faster when accompanied with hand movements [45] . Thus, in the current research paradigm, although the hand served as the actuator and eye as a sensor, there could still be some sensory-motor contingency. It should be mentioned that in the current experimental paradigm, the natural eye-saccades of normally-sighted volunteers are not expected to significantly enhance the performance, as simulated prosthetic vision is mainly limited by the sampling density of the phosphenized letter rather than the visual acuity of the subjects.
Interestingly, word scanning was mainly performed in the horizontal (x-axis) direction as opposed to the vertical (y-axis) direction, probably because of the prominent vertical component of the presented English words.
A slight enhancement in reading performance was also observed for passive scanning, where subjects were introduced with a horizontally passive scanned image. This increase, however, was significantly smaller than with the active sensing, which is in line with the results obtained when passive or virtual movement of the detector were employed [13, 43, 46] .
It should be noted that in the current study, the visual system was tested in a simulated prosthetic vision paradigm and not electrically simulated, as is the case in (both retinal and cortical) prosthetic vision. Interestingly, however, recent research in rats [47] showed that active sensing for object localization could be elicited by real-time whisker tracking system combined with electrical micro stimulation in the barrel cortex. These results suggest that information regarding the space can be gathered even in the case of electrically evoked stimulation (rather than normal sensation) and under a non-contingency sensorimotor condition.
While subjects with the Argus II are instructed to avoid scanning with the eyes [48, 49] (because the visual information transferred to the implant is not updated with eye movements), they do use active scanning by head movements [24] , which can be considered as a sensory motor non-contingency active sensing. It should be noted, however, that similarly to the above-mentioned eye-hand coordination, head movement is also part of the sensorimotor loop of vision, thus this case can represent a partial sensorimotor contingency. Accordingly, a series of papers demonstrated that blind patients implanted with the Argus II can map the visual scene based on the momentary gaze position [24, 48, 49] .
In contrast, subjects implanted with the microphotodiode camera of the retinal implant AG or photovoltaic approach [23] , where the stimulated prosthetic information is directly linked to eye movements (identical to natural vision), represent a case of full sensorimotor contingency. Indeed, a recent study demonstrated that these subjects exhibited classical fixation eye movement patterns, including ocular tremor, drift and micro-saccades only at the presence of a stimuli when the implant was ON [50] .
Another important aspect of the current research is the use of zoom for enlarging the visual scene (words text in our case) at the expense of reducing the field of view (FOV) size. Our investigations reveal that high recognition rates, 90-100 percent, can be obtained with zoom even at very low phosphene densities, where recognition was rather very low when zoom is disabled (Fig. 6(a) ). More importantly, the current study paradigm, where subjects chose the zoom factor, best suited for the word recognition task, enables the extraction of useful information regarding the optimal reading letter size in terms of phosphenes per letter (Fig. 6(b) and 6(c) and Eq. (4). Indeed, we can infer from the obtained data that our subjects chose to read at an average text size corresponding to 4.5-6.5 phosphenes per letter (Fig.  6(c) ). This is in line with previous studies reporting a nearly perfect performance at 4 to 7.7 phosphenes/character [30] [31] [32] [33] . In contrast to the increase in recognition rate, the lack of effect of zoom on the reading speed (Fig. 6(d) ) is probably the result of the trade-off existing between the letter size and the number of phosphenes per letters and the field of view. A smaller field of view is associated with not only a longer time spent on scanning the entire word but also with the need to read each letter separately rather than the entire word thus leading to context loss. In addition to letter size, contrast was also found to have a great effect on reading performance in simulated prosthetic vision with a 9-fold increase in recognition rate observed when 94% and 25% contrasts are compared at 1.25 CPDs. It worth noting that the observed reading speeds in our study (2-25 words/min, depending on phosphenes density) are in agreement with previous studies investigating simulated prosthetic vision, such as Dagnelie et al 2006 [33] , Chen at al 2009 [28, 51] . Clinical data with patients implanted with Argus II are comparable [52] in some reports, or significantly lower and variable (6-221 sec for letter recognition), albeit at good recognition rate, in others [19, 53] .
Our results show that both zoom and contrast features, are important in the design considerations of a prosthetic device and the estimation of optimal configurations for achieving maximal recognition and visual accuracy by the implanted patients. Our results support previous reports [54] [55] [56] showing that image processing algorithms, for the correction of low contrast images or letter text, can be very beneficial in enhancing prosthetic visual performance where the visual scene is acquired by a camera enabling their application on the acquired images before the images are converted to an electrical stimulation pattern (e.g. Argus II, PRIMA). Recent investigations on strategies for enhancing the performance of the Argus II implant also highlighted the contribution of basic image processing in the form of contrast enhancement and zoom on the maximal obtained visual acuity (with values exceeding the theoretical limits) [25] .
Finally, our study offers a comprehensive characterization of what we refer to as handsaccades [57] , which was defined as the path of the active scanning of phosphenized word performed by the subject using a computer mouse. Analyzing eye movement during reading can serve for studying various cognitive processing, as was demonstrated by Raney et al [58] . Data on saccades and fixation can aid in detecting patterns of readers engagement and performance [59] and to further categorize reading skills in children [60] and adults [61] . In the current study, we used words rather than sentences to measure the reading performance of our subject. Analyzing the hand-saccades during word recognition, we found specific characteristics associated with increased task complexity. More specifically, we found a clear negative correlation between the time spent on saccades, number of the saccades, saccades amplitude and velocity, to the phosphene density, suggesting that the more challenging the task is (lower phosphene density), the more scanning is performed (in all investigated aspects). Analysis of the scanning paths data demonstrate [57] that the scanning velocity is significantly higher in the horizontal as compared with the vertical direction highlighting the preference to horizontal text scanning. This is in line with evidence of the importance of the vertical structures in identification of letters (e.g [62, 63] ). Interestingly, analyzing the visual scene motion path, where subjects tracked a target in a simulated prosthetic vision paradigm, served as a means for evaluating visual performance [57] . In this study, however, the effect of scanning on visual performance was not evaluated.
Conclusion
This work represents a comprehensive study which sheds light on important aspects of sensing and sensorimotor contingency in the field of retinal prosthetics in general and on reading performance in particular. Active photonic sensing is a vital concept for better understanding and improving prosthetic vision, as well as vision research in general. Future work will focus on incorporating this sensing paradigm with a more realistic prosthetic vision simulation algorithm, which introduces variable and limited persistence of a visual percept to the process and by using an eye-tracker. Moreover, more work also remains to be done to translate these findings to sight restoration in patients implanted with retinal prostheses.
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